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ABSTRACT 

This study lays out the uneasiness of fitting British artist Roy Ascott’s “Aspects 

of Gaia: Digital Pathways across the Whole Earth” (1989) in the standard classification 

of cybernetic art and digital art. On one hand, as a digital sphere of incessant information 

exchange, “Aspects of Gaia” is a precursor to the interactive art and network art of the 

1990s. On the other hand, it appears outmoded by adhering to cybernetics, an 

interdisciplinary science of control and communication which allegedly ceased to 

influence art world after the 1970s. Given the limited scholarship about the intersections 

of cybernetics, more specifically second-order, and digital art, this study sheds light on 

the overlooked history of these arts by evaluating “Aspects of Gaia” while re-examining 

its context. Moreover, I argue that “Aspects of Gaia” was a successful experiment in the 

intersection of second-order cybernetics and digital media by opening up a new venue for 

interactive art. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1989, the British artist Roy Ascott’s interactive installation “Aspects of Gaia: 

Digital Pathways across the Whole Earth” (hereafter “AG”) was premiered at the Ars 

Electronica Festival. The show ran for three days from 13th to 16th September with a 

center site at Brucknerhaus, Linz, Austria. AG aimed to establish a collaborative digital 

datasphere between artists, musicians, and scientists from a number of different countries 

to facilitate an online stream of images, texts, and sounds, which, according to the artist, 

could lead to “a multilayered culture” or “a holistic world art.”1 Ascott introduced AG as 

the embodiment of his notion of Gesamtkunstwerk “total data work,” a planetary data 

space, a synthesis of the arts, human, and machine into a whole.2 For the artist, AG was a 

metaphorical representation of planetary consciousness vis-à-vis the earth’s biosphere.  

The public interface of the project was an installation divided between two levels 

of Brucknerhaus (Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and Fig. 3), which was connected to a global network. 

On the upper level, large horizontal monitors installed inside tents streamed images and 

texts that were contributed remotely by users and responded to the alterations produced 

by computer mouses and microphones (Fig. 5). The Lower level was a tunnel located in 

the exterior space below the building, where the visitors propel themselves on a trolley 

down a tunnel, which presents thoughts, comments, and ideas about the earth on LED 

signs (Fig. 4). While the texts, images, and sounds related to the earth’s ecology were 

transmitted all over the world, the visitors at the site could manipulate them further and 

send them back to the network for the future use. By means of this kind of data 
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circulation within the network, AG maintained the diversity of the system and constantly 

generated new content through recycling the previous data. In this manner, the work not 

only blurred the distinction between art object and spectatorship but also undermined the 

attachment of the work to a particular site by dispersing its content throughout the entire 

interactive network (Fig. 7). 

AG poses a serious obstacle to any efforts trying to force it into a linear 

chronological narration. The difficulty of situating “AG” in the history of contemporary 

art is partly due to its peculiar and unique position in the development of cybernetic art, 

digital art, and interactive art.3 Cybernetic art, which once sunk into oblivion during the 

1970s and the 1980s, was resurrected in Ascott’s “AG” during the birth of World Wide 

Web (1989-90). This coincidence signified a convergence between the seemingly 

irreconcilable fields of cybernetics and digital media in “AG.” The union of both method 

and media also resulted from the successful embodiment of Ascott’s idea of viewers’ 

interactive engagement within a network. Ascott called this union “telematic art” 

(communication-based art) in the 1980s.  

Although “AG” has received scant attention from art historians, it stands out as a 

prescient experiment in interactive art in which a digital network facilitated an inclusive 

participation. This study seeks to explain the ways in which AG connects the legacy of 

Ascott’s radical cybernetic approach since the 1960s to the emergence of interactive art. I 

argue that Ascott’s participatory model of cybernetics (manifesting second-order 

cybernetics) sets him apart from the other engineering-oriented approaches to cybernetics 

(first-order cybernetics).4 Therefore, Ascott’s achievement in AG has been the 
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consequence of his longstanding inquiry in cybernetics and his artistic medium. My goal 

is not only to contextualize AG within a theoretical and historical framework but also to 

re-examine the nature of this context. Thereby, I will map out the work within a matrix of 

the digital medium and the history of cybernetics (i.e. the interdisciplinary science of 

control and communication).  

 I draw a sharp line between Ascott’s cybernetic art and the mainstream account 

of systems and cybernetic art. This mainstream account considers the engineering of an 

independent, goal-oriented system (an organization of interactive elements). Here, the 

adjective “independent” underscores the tendency to consider a system a viewer-

independent entity, a view that was championed by art critic Jack Burnham.5 On the 

contrary, for Ascott, viewers’ interactions become an inseparable part of the work.6 I will 

articulate this fundamental difference between Ascott and other cybernetic artists in terms 

of the distinction between second-order and first-order cybernetics. By shifting its focus 

from the observed organization to the interaction between the observer and the observed, 

second-order cybernetics, I suggest, offered a model of interaction for Ascott, which was 

developed and realized in AG. Second-order cybernetics’ emphasis on autonomy, self-

organization, cognition, and the role of the observer in modeling a system fit well with 

Ascott’s interest in digital and interactive media. This study attempts to fill in the gap in 

the scholarship concerning the diversity of cybernetic approaches in art and its historical 

connection to the early digital art. 

My main objective is two-fold: first pointing out the lack of fit between AG and 

the standard account of cybernetic art, then elaborating on AG’s theoretical framework, 
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especially second-order cybernetics, to recontextualize it. Finally, I proceed with an in-

depth analysis of AG itself. In Chapter I, I provide preliminary definitions of the key 

concepts including new media art, interactive art, systems art, and cybernetic art. I also 

discuss the reception and scholarship in the field. In Chapter II, I provide a brief sketch of 

the history of cybernetics along with conflicting tendencies in cybernetic art, which 

presents the diversity and complexity within the discipline as well as in artistic practice. I 

discuss how Ascott’s fondness for second-order cybernetics is gradually formed through 

his collaboration with the distinguished cybernetician Gordon Pask. Chapter III lays out 

the ways in which Ascott incorporates his cybernetics insights into his art and AG. I 

touch on the basic ways in which second-order cybernetics informs Ascott’s engagement 

with his artistic medium. My conclusion is that AG appears as the contingent culmination 

of Ascott’s abiding cybernetic interest in a full-blown interactive art. 

I make no claim to a comprehensive account of every important event and figure. 

My thesis will necessarily only focus on the relevant theoretical and historical facts 

pertaining to Ascott and AG. 
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CHAPTER II 

ON THE LEGACY OF “ASPECTS OF GAIA” 

The connection between the mid-20th-century process art, kinetic art, and 

happenings, and artistic experimentation in cybernetic has been established by scholars.7 

Many others have discussed the relation between early computer art in the 1960s and 

systems art.8 The convergence of conceptualist artists’ interest in language and algorithm 

with cybernetic discourse has been subject to the scrutiny of some studies.9 Nevertheless, 

there is no study that I am aware of that shows how the diversity of approaches in early 

cybernetic art and computer art made a case for the re-emergence of cybernetics in the 

form of digitally distributed authorship and interactive art in c.1990. Commonly 

understood as engineering-oriented, mechanical, and deterministic, cybernetics has, since 

the 1960s, been considered a pariah to the humanistic discourse of art history. The 

appearance of AG in 1989, however, debunks this view by proposing the continuity of 

cybernetics as a theory of digital interaction in art, which is not yet explored in 

contemporary art history adequately.  

Ascott, an artist, theoretician, and visionary thinker, is a key figure in the 

development of interactive art, and he has had an influence on the work of many media 

artists worldwide. As a prolific artist, Ascott has exhibited his works at such venues as 

the Venice Biennale, the Shanghai Biennale, the Milan Triennale, the Ars Electronica 

Festival, and the Incheon International Arts Festival in South Korea. As a visionary 

writer, Ascott has published many of his prescient writings on art and technology in 

major art and technology journals such as Leonardo.10  
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As early as 1966, Ascott anticipated the future of remote artistic collaboration via 

telecommunications networks.11 In the 1990s, Ascott along with the Austrian artist Peter 

Weibel offered interactive art as an art genre to the Prix Ars Electronica. French art 

historian and specialist in art and technology Frank Popper acknowledges the 

significance of Ascott as “the first artist to launch an appeal for total participation.”12 

Ascott has been not only an internationally recognized artist, but also an influential 

pedagogue.13 He has founded (or has been involved) in several innovative art and 

research programs across the globe, including the Collegium's hub (CAiiA-Hub) in 

Britain and De Tao Master of Technoetic Arts in China.14 Prominent artists, such as Brian 

Eno (b. 1948), Pete Townshend (b. 1945), Stephen Willats (b. 1943), Roger Ruskin Spear 

(b. 1943), and Michael English (b. 1962) graduated from Ascott’s Groundcourse at 

Ealing Art College (1961-4) in Newcastle,15 and subsequently at Ipswich Civic College 

(1964-7) in Suffolk. Ascott’s former student Eno extended the legacy of Ascott’s vision 

to electronic music through the application of cybernetics to experimental music 

techniques.  

For a long time, Ascott has been overlooked by the mainstream scholarship of the 

contemporary art world. Except for scholarship by Edward Shanken and a few 

commentaries by Frank Popper among others, there is a lack of documentation writing on 

the theoretical and historical complexity of Ascott’s oeuvre.16 As Charlie Gere, a 

Professor of Media Theory and History at The Lancaster Institute, points out, Ascott has 

been “largely ignored by the British art establishment.” 17  Gere expresses his utter 

amazement that the Tate Gallery does not own any of Ascott’s work.18 Major exhibitions 

in the Anglo-American art world, for example, Open Systems: Rethinking Art c.1970 at 
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the Tate Modern in 2005, have completely ignored Ascott, despite the fact that he has 

been “the British artist most closely associated with cybernetics in the 1960s.”19 In 

response to this dismissive attitude, Shanken argues that “Ascott’s importance may not be 

broadly recognized until the future validates his contribution.”20    

Tate Modern’s decision to acquire one of Ascott’s sculpture in 2014 may appear 

as a harbinger of a reversal of this dominant attitude toward Ascott; however, a closer 

scrutiny reveals the bias against specifically Ascott’s digital works of art. This decision is 

meaningful in the sense that it insinuates the pre-eminence of Ascott’s conventional 

sculptures over his digital artworks. Although one can argue that the temporality of the 

majority of digital works can be an obstacle for the museum’s archive, in similar cases 

where ephemerality has been an issue (e.g. happenings and performance art), art 

institutions have recognized the value of archiving the documentations while, ironically, 

this has not been the case for AG.  The paucity of scholarly writing on AG and the 

longstanding omission of AG  raise questions about the artworld’s overall tendency 

against digital art as well as cybernetic art. Here, I am tracing the resistance of AG to 

canonical accounts of cybernetic art. I argue that since both cybernetic art and digital art 

are marginalized and poorly examined by the mainstream scholarship, AG has not 

received deserved attention. 

AG in Relation to New Media Art, Digital Art, Network Art, and 

Interactive Art 

Before proceeding further, we should explain our terminology. New media art 

designates a group of similar artworks with slight differences. The variation of 
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terminology (digital art, network art, and interactive art) describes the broad range of 

artistic practices without a unified set of aesthetics within the group. The first 

commonality within these practices is the use of the digital medium by artists with 

different interests. It is worth noting that the term ‘new media’ always refers to digital 

versus analog media whether it is a website or an image or a video. As an example, VHS 

videos are not identified as new media, since “numerical representation,” or digitization, 

is considered an intrinsic characteristic of new media, which is absent in analog VHS 

videos.21  

The difference in taxonomy (i.e. new media art, interactive art, and so on) is 

meant to emphasize one or more feature(s) of the medium. For example, Internet art or 

Net art specifically refers to those works of art that are using the digital network. In this 

regard, one can separate Internet art and interactive art from new media art in the sense 

that both are considered sub-categories of new media art. Since the appearance of 

personal computers in the 1980s and the emergence of World Wide Web in the 1990s, 

new media art has had a strong presence in the art world. The term ‘new media’ gained 

popularity among scholars almost a decade after the persistent presence of new media art 

in the 1990s.22 Many scholars have taken issue with the quantifier “new” in the term 

“new media art,” since it has been around for more than two decades. Christiane Paul, 

instead, suggests the term ‘digital art,’ art using the digital medium, and reserves new 

media for film.23 Following Paul, in this study, I will use more ‘digital art’ rather than 

‘new media art,’ despite the frequent use of the latter among some scholars. 
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Moreover, since the network of AG imparts a great deal of interaction between 

the viewers as well as the viewers and AG, I need to touch on interaction-based art here. 

Although some of the earliest examples of interactive art belong to the early twentieth 

century, the emergence of electronic media marks the advent of interactive art. Although 

Ascott did not use the term “interactive art” in the 1960s, in the 1980s, he associated 

himself with this art. Shanken argues that: 

In the 1960s, [Ascott] did not use the term interactivity (a term that in 
the 1990s became jargon for multimedia computing). But [he] 
frequently used the words interact, interaction, participate, and 
participatory to express the idea of multiple levels of interrelations 
among artist, artwork, and audience as constituents of a cybernetic 
system.24  

In this study, I refer to AG as interactive art, and I avoid calling it participatory 

art. While participatory art and interactive art both entail interaction one way or another, 

art historian Claire Bishop distinguishes them based on the level of interaction, either 

individual or collective. She proposes ‘participatory art,’ a socially engaged art, in 

distinction to ‘interactive art,’ which she claims to be involved in more or less individual 

level of human-machine interaction.25 In this regard, AG’s implementation of technology 

and interaction between human and machine, more or less, align it with the Bishop’s 

notion of interactive art. However, it does not mean that AG had solely to do with the 

individual level of interaction. Ascott’s vision, from the beginning, targeted an all-

encompassing social ground to promote a new collective identity benefited from the 

technological advance in computers. Therefore, in this project, I will not use the term 

‘participatory art’ to avoid inadvertent confusion. ‘Interactive art,’ instead, is widely used 

to designate specifically a group of digital artworks since the 1990s.  
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The reception of digital art within the contemporary art world and the discourse of 

art history have been even more tentative. From the first appearance in the late-1960s, 

digital art has been relegated to the periphery of the art world. The landmark exhibition 

Cybernetic Serendipity: The Computer and the Arts at the Institute of Contemporary Art 

(ICA) in London from August 2 to October 20, 1968, was perhaps the most ambitious 

attempt in linking computers to creative practices by including the work of about 130 

artists, scientists, and engineers.26 Although the exhibition gained an enormous popularity 

and generated enthusiasm for art and technology among the public, the art critics were 

almost unanimously negative at the time.27 In the 1970s and the 1980s, there was no 

major exhibition of digital art. The show ‘Information’ curated by Kynaston McShine at 

New York's Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) may better demonstrate the ironic situation 

of digital art. While the title of the show alluded to digital technology and its possibilities, 

the show almost overlooked computer art. With the odd exception of the show by Harold 

Cohen,28 who collaborated with Ascott at Ealing Art College, using an artificial 

intelligence program ‘Aaron’ at the Tate in 1984, “no major gallery in Britain or the 

United States held a show of such art for the last 30 years of the twentieth century.”29  

 This prejudice against digital technology, which Weibel labels “media injustice,” 

surfaced at Art Basel in June 2010, when Weibel took issue with French curator and 

theorist Nicolas Bourriaud’s distinction between the direct and indirect influence of 

technology as a symptom of shying away from considering technology an artistic 

medium in itself. Art historian Soraya Murray calls the symptom “new media anxiety,” 

which according to her, is ingrained in a long-standing distrust of digital media’s 

alternative approach to beauty, originality, form, content, and aesthetic experience.30 Of 
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course, new media’s alternative paradigm of artist, artwork, and audience challenges the 

bastions of power in the art world and the art market. In this regard, artists who take up 

the digital medium in a serious matter for artistic investigation consequently bring up this 

tension between digital medium and the contemporary art world.31   

The marginalization of digital media resulted in the separation of the digital art 

community from the contemporary art world. Ars Electronica and Zentrum für Kunst und 

Medientechnologie (ZKM) in Karlsruhe, Germany, are only two examples of the 

institutions that are exclusively devoted to digital art independent of the contemporary art 

world.  

Cybernetic Art, Systems Art, and AG 

We can make the claim that the narrow understanding of system discourse in the 

art world and among the majority of scholars has underplayed the relevance of system 

discourse to contemporary art. Likewise, the misleading association of system discourse 

with military stigmatizes the field and has influenced the impartiality of criticisms. 

Despite the bias against system discourse, particularly cybernetics, in a bigger picture, 

one can acknowledge the impact of it on contemporary art and culture. As art historian 

Caroline Jones observes, despite the fact that the genealogy of the cultural development 

of system discourse “has been obscured,” the discourse, like a “virus” has stealthy spread 

throughout today’s society and contemporary art by inserting its code into our cultural 

genome.32 That is, the infusion of system discourse with every aspect of today’s culture 

makes it omnipresent but at the same time hard to notice.33  
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 Soon after popularity in the 1960s, cybernetic art and systems art came under fire 

of criticisms of being complicit with its industrial and military applications. From 1970 to 

the late 1980s, cybernetic art was marginalized in the art world because of its associations 

with the military, with commerce, and with the on-going Vietnam War. For example, 

Harold Hurrell created The Cybernetic Art Work that Nobody Broke (1969), which was 

intended to parody the kind of cybernetic systems produced by Pask among others. The 

work allowed the user an input of “zero” or “one” but refused any other digits by 

aggressively prompting the user to follow the instructions. Besides outside criticism, the 

early-1970s saw the decline of systems art when some of the previously acclaimed 

cybernetic artists either abandoned their production of cybernetic art or turned away from 

system discourse. The German-born artist Hans Haacke shifted his practice to the 

examination of language and power and institutional criticism, after the cancellation of 

his show at the Soloman R Guggenheim Museum in New York (1971) in which he 

criticized the real estate holdings of the trustees of the museum.34 Later in “Art and 

Technology: The Panacea that Failed” (1980), Burnham renounced his earlier advocacy 

for the application of cybernetics to art.35   

By studying AG, I intend to re-examine a part of this obscured genealogy. I argue 

that AG emerges as an intriguing negotiation between the digital medium and the 

cybernetic framework, which has not been assessed adequately considering its far-

reaching historical as well as theoretical significance. Thus, a brief discussion of 

cybernetic art and its reception is inevitable.   
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In contrast to the terms ‘new media art,’ ‘digital art,’ ‘Internet art’, the adjectives 

in both ‘cybernetics art’ and ‘systems art’ qualify, more than the medium, the approach or 

the conceptual bedrock for those artistic practices that incorporate system theories. For 

example, AG is considered cybernetic art due to the incorporation of a cybernetic 

framework. 

 In this study, ‘cybernetic art’ and ‘systems art’ are used interchangeably to 

encompass two parallel strands of thought on systems, “as a complex of interacting 

elements.”36 The first group known as general systems theory (GST) emerged from 

Austrian biologist Ludwig von Bertalanffy’s articulation of biological organisms; the 

second group known as cybernetics came into being as an interdisciplinary field after a 

series of Josiah Macy Foundation conferences (from 1946 to 1954).  

What is confusing about cybernetics and GST is that although they converge in 

their interests, the nomenclature appears arbitrary in the sense that it omits the difference 

in the historical and scientific developments. That is why, sometimes cybernetics and 

GST are subsumed under an overarching system discourse, but at other times they are 

not. Some such as Ashby’s Introduction to Cybernetics (1956) have argued about a 

unifying framework bringing cybernetics and GST together. In contrast, alternative 

accounts try either to position cybernetics as a subset of GST or subsume both GST and 

cybernetics under a larger whole, such as “complexity studies”  or “system theory.”37  

Cybernetics itself is fractured by the competition between first and second-order 

cybernetics. While tension between first and second-order cybernetics emerged in the 

1960s, only in the 1970s were they clearly distinguished. The challenge that second-order 
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cybernetics offers to system discourse is more fundamental than the difference between 

cybernetics and GST.  One can distinguish second-order cybernetics from both first-order 

cybernetics and GST in terms of the former’s radical epistemological distance from 

scientific observation. While GST and first-order cybernetics tend to examine the 

organism, mechanism or system from the perspective of an omniscient and detached 

observer, second-order cybernetics recognizes the observer as a part of the system to be 

studied.38    

The technical and philosophical complications about cybernetics and GST as well 

as the lack of strong scholarship have led to further misunderstandings in art history. For 

example, in “All Systems Go: Recovering Jack Burnham’s ‘Systems Aesthetics’” (2012), 

Luke Skrebowski claims that confusion of GST with cybernetics by advocates of early 

systems art such as Burnham has led to the consequential decline of this art. According to 

Skrebowski, Burnham’s “failure to fully differentiate systems theory [GST] from 

cybernetics caused him to swing between a productive, analogical deployment of system 

theory [GST] and an overly prescriptive stress on its technical application.”39 Skrebowski 

argues that the deterministic framework of cybernetics along with its overestimation of 

mathematics, feedback, and technology, in contrast to GST, results in the devaluation of 

the human and the deflation of systems art in the 1960s.40 There are, however, certain 

problems with Skrebowski’s historical account. First, Skrebowski’s dismissive attitude 

toward cybernetics as a reductive method is distorted for, after all, cybernetics has been a 

reaction to the simplistic account of causality in science, which tends to explain 

everything solely in terms of cause and effect.41 Second, as I argued before, the 

borderline between GST and cybernetics is fuzzy, and especially both GST and first-
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order cybernetics share almost the same epistemology, which insists on a neutral observer 

in contrast to second-order’s insistence on the interaction between observer and observed.  

The art historian Pamela Lee is among the minority who acknowledges this 

complexity dealing with system discourse.42 Lee concedes that the definitions of 

cybernetics and GST are complicated by the undeniable historical and institutional facts. 

Her argument captures the diversity of approaches not only within system discourse, but 

also cybernetics in itself. Lee, however, does not explore further the artistic relevance of 

this diversity, except for a passing comment about the possible connection of Haacke’s 

“institutional critique” in which the artist examines the link between art and institutional 

networks with second-order cybernetics.43  

On the Scholarship of Second-order cybernetics  

The division between first-order and second-order cybernetics is not well known 

among art historians; even those who acknowledge the difference have been reluctant to 

translate the division into an art historical account. I claim that the reason for this gap has 

much to do with the appearance of scholarship on second-order cybernetics in the 1970s 

when the interest in cybernetic art in the scholarship significantly declined.    

Although the distinction between first- and second-order cybernetics can be traced 

back to the 1960s and the generation of young cyberneticists such as Pask, Stafford Beer, 

Gregory Bateson, and Heinz von Foerster, this difference was not explicitly articulated in 

the scholarship until the 1970s. The cyberneticist, design researcher, and theorist Ranulph 

Glanville claims that “Second-order Cybernetics, the Cybernetics of Cybernetics (or even 

the New Cybernetics) was given form between approximately 1968 and 1975, at a 
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strange stage in the history of Cybernetics.”44 Even one can recognize the seed of second-

order cybernetics in the reflexive thinking of von Foerster’s essay “On Self-Organizing 

Systems and Their Environments” (1960) in which he argues that systems that are truly 

self-organizing will always expand beyond the frames of reference adopted by observers 

to model their behavior. In 1974, von Foerster finally coined the terms first- and second-

order cybernetics – as, respectively, the cybernetics of observed systems and the 

cybernetics of observing systems – to distinguish these two tendencies clearly. “The year 

1975 marks the publication of the book Cybernetics of Cybernetics (edited by von 

Foerster, 1975), arising out of a course option organized by von Foerster at the University 

of Illinois (and funded by the Whole Earth Catalogue).”45 Since then, von Foerster’s 

distinction has played an important role in the development of the discipline and the 

scholarship on second-order cybernetics. Yet what von Foerster saw as a shift in the field 

as “cybernetics of cybernetics”46  in 1975 had in fact taken place almost a decade earlier, 

in Pask’s and Ascott’s writings and artworks in the 1960s.47 

Nevertheless, there has been a resurgence of interest in cybernetics since c.1990. 

Francis Halsall, a faculty at the National College of Art and Design in Dublin, Ireland, 

has recently applied German sociologist Niklas Luhmann’s Social Systems Theory, 

which is a second-order theory, to 20th-century art.48Art historian María Fernández 

dedicates her forthcoming book to Pask’s cybernetic as well as his artistic legacy. 

Shanken gathered together the writings of many second-order cyberneticians such as von 

Foerster, Luhmann, Humberto Maturana, and Francisco Varela along with system artists 

such as Ascott in Systems (2015), which provides a resonating mosaic of the evolution of 

cybernetics. 
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 In general, art historians have been reluctant to study the impact of second-order 

cybernetics on art and culture. A significant contribution to the discourse on second-order 

cybernetics within contemporary culture, however, comes from the discipline of English 

Literature. The writings of Bruce Clarke, Mark Hansen, Cary Wolfe, and Katherine 

Hayles on the literature of second-order cybernetics and popular culture have been 

around since the late-1990s. In her book How We Became Posthuman: Virtual Bodies in 

Cybernetics, Literature, and Informatics (1999), Hayles traces back the current idea of 

Artificial Intelligence to second-order cybernetics.  In Posthuman Metamorphosis: 

Narrative and Systems (2008), and Neocybernetics and Narrative (2014), Clarke explores 

the intersections of second-order cybernetics and culture.  

In spite of this growing scholarship on second-order cybernetics, art history is 

slowly catching up with the recent studies on system discourse. Yet, there is still a gap in 

the scholarship with respect to the confluence of digital art and cybernetic art by doing a 

critical examination of the scholarship in both fields. AG is located in this gap, or the 

blind spot. The next chapter will focus on the historical background of AG. 
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CHAPTER III 

A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF ROY ASCOTT’S CYBERNETIC 

STANCE 

As this study proposes, AG stands out as an artistic experiment informed by 

cybernetics in the digital medium. The direct cybernetic influence on AG, one example of 

the early interactive and network art, defies the periodization of contemporary art. On one 

hand, AG is a precursor to the interactive art of the 1990s. On the other hand, it appears 

outdated as an instance of (first-order) cybernetic art, which is usually associated with the 

art of the 1960s. The uneasiness of fitting AG in the grand narrative of systems art points 

to the insufficiency of the category of “cybernetic art” for cybernetics and art.  

Ascott has incorporated his knowledge of cybernetics into his artistic practice and 

writings since the early-1960s. In 1968, Ascott duly described himself as “the artist 

responsible for first introducing cybernetic theory into art education [in Britain] and for 

having disseminated the concept of a cybernetic vision in art through various art and 

scientific journals.”49 As one of the pioneers of cybernetic art, Ascott, however, has 

received less attention because his practice and vision of cybernetic art diverge from 

other prominent advocates of this kind of art. 

 This chapter articulates the ways in which Ascott’s cybernetic vision has been 

developed through his artistic engagement and his collaboration with Pask. My aim is to 

delineate Ascott’s specific approach to cybernetics as he turned systems discourse into a 

theory of participation and interaction. To do this, I contextualize Ascott’s cybernetic 

vision within the development of cybernetics in Britain and seek to establish a 
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conversation between Ascott’s artistic interest in cybernetics and the development of his 

cybernetic art in its early stages leading up to 1989, the year that Ascott unveiled AG.  I 

divide this chapter into the following sections: the history of cybernetics, cybernetic art 

and Ascott’s vision of cybernetic art, the collaboration between Ascott and Pask as a 

historical precedence to AG, and telematic art. 

A Brief History of Cybernetics   

According to several scholars, cybernetics came into existence even before it 

adopted a name.50 The term was introduced by French mathematician and physicist 

André-Marie Ampère (1775-1836) who coined the term “cybernetics” in reference to 

political science. In the 20th century, the term was appropriated by a group of scientists, 

and soon after, cybernetics came to be associated with engineering and science. The 

Josiah Macy Foundation Conferences on Circular Causal and Feedback Mechanism in 

Biological and Social Systems held from 1946 to 1954 inaugurated and consolidated 

cybernetic discourse. American mathematician Norbert Wiener championed the 

neologism cybernetics into science. In his book Cybernetics or Control and 

Communication in the Animal and the Machine (1948), Wiener drew an analogy between 

the nomenclature (as driven from the Greek word kubernetes or “steersman”) and 

automation as the subject of study.  

Wiener considered cybernetics the study of the control mechanism that can equip 

the system with the ability of adaptation. Wiener’s theory was about self-regulatory 

systems that recycle their output as feedback loops to enhance their response to their 

environment.51 Feedback, according to Wiener, was the ability of the system to reassess 
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its previous interaction with its environment to generate enough information to sustain 

the consolidation of organization and predict the outside perturbations. A basic example 

of Wiener’s model of the feedback mechanism is a thermostat connected to a furnace in a 

room. The thermostat senses the temperature of the room and uses the information to 

control the furnace to achieve a stable room temperature. If the temperature drops or 

increases, then the thermostat turns on or shuts down the furnace. By repeating this loop, 

the system can maintain its stability against any perturbations from the outside.  

The application of the cybernetic control mechanism to the design of advanced 

military equipment by Wiener and his colleagues has raised eyebrows among scholars. 

Wiener’s cybernetic projects were extensively funded by the U.S. military at the cutting 

edge research center at MIT during the World War II, when he was working on an 

accurate anti-aircraft system able to predict the trajectory of enemy aircraft. After the 

war, Wiener changed his attitude and criticized military interventions.52 Despite Wiener’s 

resignation from the National Academy of Sciences during the post-war era, with 

escalating tension between the U.S. and the Soviet Union and the thriving economy of the 

U.S., the budget of electronic and high-tech cybernetic projects in the U.S considerably 

increased. The air defense systems SAGE (Semi-Automatic Ground Environment), 

operative from the late 1950s to the 1980s, for example, was a massive control and 

coordination computer center against the possible Soviet air strike or nuclear warfare. 

The close collaboration between cyberneticists and engineers in developing defense 

projects negatively associated cybernetics with the military in popular culture. SAGE, the 

iconic cybernetic Cold War computer system, was satirically represented in dystopian 
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cinematic treatments such as Colossus – The Forbin Project (1970) and Dr. Strangelove 

(1964).53  

Developments in computing and engineering soon spread into management, 

business, and politics. An architect of the Whirlwind computer system, who was involved 

in SAGE, left the military to join the Sloan School of Management at MIT. Robert 

McNamara, the President of Ford and a professor at the Harvard Business School, was 

appointed by President Kennedy as Secretary of Defense. McNamara also attempted to 

apply a cybernetic solution to the Vietnam War, which resulted in disastrous 

consequences.54 This close connection between computing, military planning, and 

business came under the fire of the anti-war movement after the 1960s. Likewise, by the 

intensification of the Cold War, the escalation of Vietnam War, and the involvement of 

computers in military industry, cybernetics and computers “became a highly visible and 

threatening symbol of a social order increasingly dehumanized by technology.”55  

British Cybernetics  

At the beginning of this study, I drew attention to the diversity of cybernetics. 

Here I will further elaborate on the difference between British and American strands of 

cybernetics. Appreciation of this difference is very crucial for the understanding of the 

context in which Ascott encountered cybernetics as an alternative model of education and 

consciousness. In “Art and Telematics” (1984), Ascott identified his approach to 

cybernetics as in line with the British cyberneticians’ interest in raising “consciousness to 

a higher level.”56 This cybernetic interest in cognition actually transferred over to art by 

Ascott through the works such as AG.  
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In the standard history, cybernetics evolved out of the investigations by Wiener 

and his colleges in the intersections of mathematics and engineering funded by U.S. 

military, which I covered briefly.57  However, this story leaves out alternative 

genealogies of cybernetics, especially British cybernetics. Contrary to the standard story 

of the origin of cybernetics, the first generation of British cyberneticians, mostly 

psychiatrists, did have little interest in the idea of control and engineering but rather 

sought to refresh the understanding of a brain.58 F. H. George, Ross Ashby, and Walter 

Grey were key figures in the development of British cybernetics who came from 

psychology, psychiatry, and neurology respectively. Between 1949 and 1955, the group, 

more amateur hobbyists rather than a professional group of cyberneticists, formed the 

Ratio Club as a key social venue for the British cybernetics. During a decade of activity, 

the club became a hub of British Cybernetics from which the next generation of British 

cybernetics emerged.   

Due to the lack of governmental support, most of the British cyberneticians 

struggled to develop their research during their spare time under a tight budget.59 Ashby 

and Grey began to be involved in cybernetic projects as a hobby. With the objective of 

studying the brain, they developed mechanisms and robots to examine non-linear 

behavioral patterns. As Ashby understood, a brain functions as a complex system seeking 

to adapt itself to the irregularities of the environment. For Ashby, a brain was a black-

box, which could only be explained in terms of behavioral outputs. He invented an 

electromechanical device, the Homeostat, which demonstrated the tendency of a system 

to regulate its inner states by seeking a state of stability. 
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The succeeding generation of British cyberneticists – Stafford Beer, Gordon Pask, 

and Gregory Bateson – drew a stark difference between themselves and their 

predecessors (Ashby and Walter) by means of shifting their focus from the brain itself to 

a world of performances in which humans interact. Beer sought to apply cybernetics to 

management and economy. Between 1971 and 1973, Beer helped the Chilean 

government of Salvador Allende design a cybernetic decision system (Project Cybersyn) 

to aid the management of Chile’s national economy. Beer’s eccentric life and his radical 

cybernetic thinking led Andrew Pickering to claim that “Beer’s cybernetics and 

spirituality were entangled in many ways.”60 Bateson, another British cyberneticist, also 

expanded the scope of cybernetics to anthropology, social science, and ecology. A mutual 

friend of Beer and Ascott, Pask applied cybernetics to his study of machine learning and 

education. Pask’s cybernetic experimentation also included architecture, art, and the 

invention of a chemical computer, composed of a set of electrodes deployed vertically 

into a dish of Ferrous Sulfate solution. As María Fernández points out, Pask and Ascott 

were seminal in the incorporation of cybernetics into art in Britain.61 In sum, British 

cybernetics followed a trajectory started by simply interrogating the behavioral patterns 

of adaptation, but later through the works of the second generation of British cybernetics 

(whose views were aligned with second-order cybernetics), it came to encompass a large 

spectrum of human activities from economy to art. 

How can the history of British cybernetics be translated into the history of 

Ascott’s artistic engagement? In the next section, I will deal with this question; but as a 

passing remark, Ascott’s cybernetic approach has incorporated the interests of the first 

generation who sought to understand the brain as well as the second generation who 
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found cybernetics a strong means of supporting societal changes. This attitude echoes in 

Ascott’s statement that “in almost every respect, it was the epistemology of cybernetics 

cast in the frame of biology and psychology rather than of pure mathematics and 

engineering that attracted me.”62 This assertion cleverly distinguishes Ascott’s humanistic 

objectives from the purely engineering-oriented cybernetics.   

Cybernetic Art: A Division 

There is a general proclivity in the scholarship for assuming the unity of 

cybernetic art or systems art. Burnham is often viewed as the spokesman for this 

movement. Nevertheless, as I attempt to establish here, cybernetic art is as diverse as the 

field of system theory. Not only is the distinction between GST and cybernetics fuzzy, 

but also cybernetics as such has integrated various competing views, difficult to unify 

under a tendency. Cybernetics can be divided into two major approaches, first-order and 

second-order cybernetics. Although this cybernetic division has left its mark on art 

practice, examining an artwork based on this division is not always straightforward. For 

many times, interpretive issues hinder the critic to find a single answer to the question 

whether a work is first- or second-order. In the rest of this section, I try to elaborate on 

the distinction between art corresponding to first- and second-order cybernetics. 

Following Wiener, the first camp emphasizes feedback loops and engineering of a 

seamless system, a system that embodies Burnham’s “System Esthetics.” The second 

camp almost coincides with the appearance of Burnham’s systems art in the 1960s; yet it 

takes into account interactions between system and audience, who is also considered a 

part of the system. Pask and Ascott can be viewed as members of the second camp. Of 
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course, the application of cybernetic to art is not confined to these figures. Several artists 

have been associated with cybernetic art or, at least, involved in few art projects relevant 

with cybernetics. For example, during the heydays of cybernetic art, namely the 1960s, 

Korean American artist Nam June Paik incorporated cybernetics to the idea of interactive 

art in his closed circuit video-installation “Participation TV” (1963) (Fig. 9).63 Despite 

the suggested simplification, I believe that participation captures the essence of the 

difference between the two camps, which sometimes overlap, compete, or conflict.64 If 

there have been two camps of cybernetics art, then it is tenable to say that they have 

perhaps maintained separate interests and chased somewhat divergent historical 

trajectories, which have not been adequately studied.  

The champion of the first camp, Burnham defines “Systems Esthetics” as a 

predominant model of 1960s art. Drawing on Wiener (first-order cybernetics) and von 

Bertalanffy (GST), Burnham articulates his notion of the system as a complex of 

interacting elements, and “Systems Esthetics” as “the creation of stable, on-going 

relationships between organic and non-organic systems” rather than producing art 

objects.65 Burnham’s systems are goal-oriented, for they are engineered to maintain their 

order within “a system hierarchy of values.” 66 His approach parallels Wiener’s 

understanding of sustainability in terms of a system’s tendency to increasing internal 

organization and difference with the environment. For Wiener, a system survives as long 

as it can maintain its hierarchy or avoid equilibrium, a state of physical balance and 

indifference. Wiener assumes that a system can collect information from the outer world 

using feedback loops to fight back the dissolution into low energy environment.67 That is, 
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according to Wiener, a cybernetic system is informationally open, or it has information 

exchange with its own environment. 

 In Burnham’s definition of the system, the viewer is a passive bystander who can 

study the communication between the system and its environment through feedback. 

Burnham’s “Systems Esthetic” is the aestheticization of this contemplative relationship 

between an observed (system) and an observer (viewer). Since any intervention by the 

viewer in the system is treated as an ad hoc or external disturbance of a self-maintaining 

system, Burnham seeks to diminish the interaction between the viewer and the system.  

He claims that “systems exist as on-going independent entities away from the viewer.”68 

In this sense, a system was understood by Burnham as a “hierarchy of control.” 69 

Burnham exemplifies his point by noting Haacke’s attitude of discrediting “empathy.” 

Here I cite Haacke:  

A ‘sculpture’ that physically reacts to its environment is no longer to be 
regarded as an object. The range of outside factors affecting it, as well 
as its radius of action, reach beyond the space it materially occupies. It 
thus merges with the environment in a relationship that is better 
understood as a ‘system’ of interdependent processes. These processes 
evolve without the viewer's empathy. He becomes a witness. A system 
is not imagined, it is real.70 

The system that Haacke refers to above is very similar to the British cybernetician 

Ross Ashby’s Homeostat (designed in 1948), an electromechanical device design to adapt 

itself to the perturbation caused by its environment. In a homeostat, the system, treated as 

a black-box, preserves its viewer-independent process by reducing the effect of noise 

through feedback. Likewise, Haacke’s early systems art (before 1971) defines a pre-
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established goal of dynamic stability or homeostasis by excluding intruding external 

factors.   

Nevertheless, the (unacknowledged) reciprocal relation between system and 

viewer threatens to undermine Burnham and Haacke’s first-order cybernetic approach. 

The model of the system that Condensation Cube (1965), a Plexiglas container filled with 

water in order to instantiate natural processes, presents is very much akin to the example 

of the thermostat and the furnace (Fig. 10). In both systems, the stability is maintained 

through feedback loops. Condensation Cube achieves homeostasis by means of a 

dynamic interplay between the temperature in the gallery and evaporation or 

condensation of the water inside the cube. In “Reconstituting ‘Systems Art,’” art historian 

Caroline Jones describes the dilemma that Haacke faced in isolating his systems. Jones 

claims that in Condensation Cube, “Haacke struggle[s] to keep the human from impeding 

the autonomy of these fluid systems, yet recognize[s] the importance of the art in 

restoring humans’ equilibrium” (Fig. 10).71 According to Jones, the shortfall of this 

closed-circuit model leads Haacke to abandon his cybernetic practice later.72  

In contrast to this view, the second camp is aligned with second-order cybernetics 

that conceives the black-box as essentially a construct of the observer, which renders the 

distinction between a system and its environment more the product of the mechanism of 

differentiation within a system of the coupling between the observer and the observed 

rather than what first-order cybernetics assumes as a fixed distinction. In this respect,  

von Foerster writes: 
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I submit that the cybernetics of observed systems we may consider to 
be first-order cybernetics; while second-order cybernetics is the 
cybernetics of observing systems. This is in agreement with another 
formulation that has been given by Gordon Pask. He, too, distinguishes 
two orders of analysis. The one in which the observer enters the system 
by stipulating the system's purpose. We may call this a 'first-order 
stipulation. In a ‘second-order stipulation,’ the observer enters the 
system by stipulating his own purpose.73 

Although at the beginning of his cybernetic experimentation, Ascott relied on the 

model of first-order cybernetics, the difference became pronounced when he strived to 

establish feedback loops between the work and the viewer. Ascott claimed that “the 

intimate involvement of the spectator” enables it to “engage in decision-making play” 

through an “open-ended” process.74 As mentioned before, the aspiration to establish 

feedback loops between the work and the viewer was also shared by other artists in the 

1960s. Paik’s “Participation TV” was, for example, a project to turn a unilateral and less 

participatory medium, a conventional TV, into a two-way interactive medium through 

feedback.  

By the 1990s, Ascott clearly distinguished his cybernetic vision of telematics art 

in terms of mutual affection, or a love relationship “that promotes collaboration and 

unification in telematic networks,”75 between telematics and the viewer. A system, for 

Ascott, is no longer an abstract entity but a dynamic conversation among the participants, 

environment, and system.  

I will leave the theoretical implications of Ascott’s cybernetic vision to the next 

chapter. Yet, here I should note certain prominent characteristics of Ascott’s approach, 

which set him apart from the first camp of cybernetic art: 1 – the open-ended process 

without an external goal (e.g. stability), 2 – the interaction between the observer and 
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observed, 3 – the organizational closure of the system (i.e. the closure of system in terms 

of information). I will return to these issues in Chapter III.  

Ascott’s Cybernetic Turn  

In 1957, Ascott visited the Paris studio of Nicolas Schöffer, a Hungarian-born 

French artist, and was impressed by the artist’s dedication to cybernetics and avant-garde 

agenda of shaping a new world.76 In early 1959, Ascott submitted his Fine Art 

dissertation to King’s College, the University of Durham in Newcastle, Cézanne and the 

Expression of Change, in which he examined Cézanne’s works from 1878 to 1906 

through the lens of the French philosopher Henry Bergson.77 Meanwhile, Ascott learned 

about cybernetics, which he described as a “‘Eureka experience’—a visionary flash of 

insight in which I [Ascott] saw something whole, complete, and entire.”78 While 

searching in the stack of King’s College library to help him with thesis, Ascott came 

across a number of seminal British cybernetic books, including F. H. George’s 

Automation Cybernetics and Society (1959), and most importantly Ross Ashby’s Design 

for a Brain (1959).79 

Ashby’s Design for a Brain was undeniably influential in awakening Ascott’s 

interest in cybernetics. 80 Surprisingly, in A Design for a Brain, Ashby makes no explicit 

reference to cybernetics, while we can safely suggest the connection to Ascott’s early 

interest in the process, perception, and change he explored in Cézanne. Ashby’s book was 

exclusively about the process of learning in the constantly changing physical 

environment.81 Inspired by Ashby’s behavioral approach, Ascott viewed “cybernetics to 

be a science of behavior” as much as art is essentially behavioral as well.82 For Ascott, 
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learning was part of this process of negotiation with the environment as Ashby had 

shown in A Design for a Brain.83  

After graduation, Victor Pasmore, Ascott’s professor at King’s College, 

recommended him as a head of Foundational Studies at the Ealing College of Art (1961-

4). This was a great opportunity for Ascott to put his cybernetic understanding into 

service of a radical art pedagogy, which he labeled the Groundcourse (Fig.8). Relying on 

cybernetic principles, Ascott designed a curriculum in which the collaboration of students 

constitutes a responsive environment that enabled them to reflect on their process of art 

making through the experimental adaptation of different behavioral characteristics.84   

Meanwhile, Ascott sought to translate his cybernetics into what he called “analog 

structures,” artistic objects composed of various materials such as plywood, Plexiglas, 

glass, and metal, in terms of feedback loops. In his first solo exhibition at the Molton 

Gallery (1964) in London, Ascott presented these structures, for example, Video Roget 

(1962). Video Roget was a relief sculpture divided into five horizontal panels, featuring 

four wooden abstract or archetypal shapes (flap, wedge, bottle-container, claw, umbrella-

shelter, and so on) separated by a “calibration unit,” a perspex horizontal band with a 

square slider piece of glass with a vertical red line. The horizontally adjustable slider 

provided the viewer the opportunity to interact with the work by moving the slider to 

generate an association between lower and upper shapes (Fig. 11).  

Video-Roget was intended to elicit a viewer’s reaction and put him or her in a 

position to discover new possibilities. Every modification to Video-Roget by the viewer, 

Ascott holds, could incite the viewer one way or another. Note that Ascott’s interest in 
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establishing feedback loops between the viewer and the piece engendered a constant 

negotiation between the viewer and the piece. Perhaps Ascott understood Video-Roget as 

“a trigger in its effect,”85 initiating back and forth conversation with the viewer. While 

analog structures presented Ascott’s cybernetic concerns, an unrefined appearance made 

them seem not technologically sophisticated at the time.86 Beneath the plain presentation, 

analogous structures were incorporated into an astute cybernetic strategy to engage the 

viewer unlike the passive and mechanistic model of first-order cybernetics.  

On the Friendship and Collaboration between Pask and Ascott 

While “the cybernetics of cybernetics” is primarily linked with von Foerster’s 

name, many others played more or less significant parts in its inception and 

development.”87 In the previous section, I discussed how Ascott came across the early 

cybernetic books by Ashby and F. H. George. Both Ashby and F. H. George are first-

order cyberneticians.88 Yet, Ascott acquired his knowledge of cybernetics through Pask. 

Since the early-1960s, Ascott was a friend of Pask whose approach to cybernetics went 

beyond the concerns of first-order cybernetics in the sense that he regarded cybernetics as 

an ongoing, two-way conversation.  

Pask came to the opening of Ascott’s show at the Molton Gallery (1964) where 

Ascott exhibited his analog structures including Video-Roget. After the exhibition, 

Ascott returned with Pask to his studio, where they discussed a set of papers by Russian 

cyberneticians. Perhaps, Ascott was struggling to make sense of the technical language of 

cybernetic writings, for he asked Pask to help him.89 Pask assisted Ascott in navigating 
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through the cybernetic literature. Four decades later, Ascott still vividly recalled the 

moment: 

In this discussion, that which had been totally opaque to me became 
lucid; what had seemed impossibly complex to unravel was simplified 
beyond measure, by the interpretive skill of Pask and his wit and 
consummate ability to communicate.90 

Pask’s role was seminal in the crystallization of cybernetic vision in Ascott. He 

also introduced Ascott to the cybernetic community in London and proposed the 

membership of the artist in the Institute of Computer Science, into which he was elected 

as Associate Member in 1968. Pask’s proposal was based on the embodiment of 

cybernetic principle in Ascott’s Ealing Groundcourse and Ascott’s paper on cybernetic 

art “Behaviourist Art and the Cybernetic Vision” (1966-7). 91  

In 1962, Cedric Price, one of Britain’s post-war architects, began his collaboration 

with radical theater director Joan Littlewood and Pask. Pask’s contacts with Price dates 

back to the latter’s undergraduate days at Cambridge.92 The friendship between Pask and 

Price influenced the intellectual development of both thinkers and ended up with their 

collaboration in the Fun Palace (1961-?).93 Fun Palace was envisioned as an experimental 

and adaptive structure that could be modified to accommodate various kinds of 

entertainment activities. With no permanent walls or ceiling, the Fun Palace epitomized 

Pask’s idea of an interactive human environment, which evolves through interaction (Fig. 

12).  

Ascott, who was a mutual friend of Pask and Price, also became involved in the 

project. Ascott was invited to join the Cybernetics Committee that Pask set up to assist in 

the design of the Fun Palace, an innovative adaptive architecture.94 In fact, Ascott was 
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very much engaged with the project insofar as, among other things, he designed the Pillar 

of Information, an electronic kiosk that was used to store and retrieve information from 

an on-site database. While the Pillar of Information enabled a user search in the database, 

the record of the previous inquiries was displayed as possible suggestions and pathways 

to the subsequent users. The dispersed and nonhierarchical information matrix used by 

the Pillar of Information anticipated the Internet and the search engines such as Google.95     

I argue that Ascott’s understanding of cybernetics filtered through Pask not only 

as his friend and mentor but also as his colleague in the project of the Fun Palace. Under 

the section of “Behavioural Environment and Architecture” in “Behaviourist Art and 

Cybernetics Vision,” Ascott referred to his collaboration with Pask along with the radical 

theater director Joan Littlewood, and the architecture and his fellow  undergraduate 

Cedric Price in the Fun Palace project.96 The Fun Palace incorporated the idea of a fully 

interactive environment for the participation of viewers, which reappeared two decades 

later in Ascott’s AG and The Ars Electronica Center (1993) in Linz, Austria.  

The Fun Palace exemplified Pask’s concept of “aesthetically potent 

environments,” that is, environments evolving in response to a sustaining conversation 

between themselves and their participants.97 Although Pask considered computers useful 

in facilitating interaction, his understanding of aesthetically-potent environments was not 

necessarily mechanical or computer-aided. Pask was preoccupied with the idea of the 

interactive environment when he developed his Conversation Theory (CT). The main 

premise of CT is that reliable knowledge exists, is produced, and evolves in action-

grounded conversations. According to CT, the meaning is a product of a trial and error 
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process of conversation in which the parties interpret the behavioral response of each 

other. 

Pask’s interest in theater and architecture fits with his longstanding goal of 

audience participation in art and CT. Pask defines theater as “the transfer of information 

and meta-information, involving ‘feedback’ from audience and interaction between 

audience and actors.”98 He believed that dynamic communication channels between 

actors and audience enhanced the whole experience of theater by means of delivering 

audience feedback to actors. In order to achieve this participation, Pask designed a 

system that lets the audience expresses a preference for one or another possibility of 

action according to character identification in play.99  

For Pask, self-organizing systems depend on the ability of the viewer to use and 

understand the system. This ability demands the presence of a common language between 

an observer and a system, of which the observer is a part. Pask applies the concept of 

self-organizing systems and cybernetics to architecture and urban planning as a whole 

evolving organism attached to the non-organic environment. According to Pask, 

architecture served for several years as prescriptive and descriptive, while the architecture 

of the future must also predicate, to adapt and react to its inhabitants.100 This view is in 

line with Pask’s CT. As Pask points out, the elements of communication are not only 

verbal but at the same time visual, auditory, and tactile.101 He offers architectural 

mutualism, removed from the bias of functionalism “toward [the] machine as a tool for 

serving the inhabitant,” towards cooperation between buildings and their occupants.102 

Ascott’s AG instantiates the similar idea of an interactive environment for 
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communication and the integration of visual, auditory, and tactile experience, to which I 

will return in the next chapter. 

 

From Telematic art to AG 

The late-1970s and 1980s were specifically crucial in Ascott’s progress toward a 

communication-based art or telematics art. Ascott’s first encounter with computer 

networks was in Mill Valley, California in the spring of 1978.103 This experience marked 

the beginning of the telematics era, which he had been waiting for since the 1960s after 

the incorporation of cybernetic vision.  The idea of telematic art, in fact, began to 

germinate in Ascott’s vision of open-ended interactive art articulated in his writings since 

the 1960s; however, the 1980s was a defining decade in terms of putting this idea into 

action. “La Plissure du Texte” (1983), an online collaborative storytelling, and AG were 

prominent instances of Ascott’s idea.  

Ascott developed his vision of computer-based telecommunication art or 

telematics art, which was intended to use the dynamic interaction between viewers to 

generate its content. In the mid-1980s, Ascott coined the term “telematic art” to designate 

the art created within a computer-mediated network. He adopted telematics from Simon 

Nora and Alain Minc’s report to the president of France entitled L’informatisation de la 

société (The Computerization of Society). In the report, Nora and Minc described 

‘telematics’ as “a marriage between computers and communication networks, which 

[would] culminate in the arrival of universal satellites, transmitting images, data, and 

sounds.”  
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In his Art Journal essay “Art and Telematics: Toward a Network Consciousness,” 

(1984) Ascott fully embraces the idea of telematic as his artistic medium.104 Ascott not 

only equates his medium with the digital networking of telematics, but also he aspires to 

establish a fluid dynamic environment where people from a long distance can exchange 

thoughts and interact. In this regard, telematic art can be considered a precursor of what 

today is known as Net art or Internet art, but also of the tendency in the art world of the 

1980s and 1990s for the art object to dissolve into its context. 

The idea of communication-based art went back to the early-20th century, when in 

1922 the Hungarian Constructivist artist László Moholy-Nagy gave the instruction of his 

work to the manufactory using telephone lines. In 1969, The Museum of Contemporary 

Art, in Chicago, held the exhibition “Art by Telephone” in which 36 artists involved in a 

collaboration using telephones to communicate each other and instruct Museum staff 

about the show. In 1977, the artists Kit Galloway and Sherrie Rabinowitz used satellites 

to live stream an artistic performance on the east and west coast of the United States. 

Nevertheless, Ascott was among the first artists who used digital communication as their 

medium. 

Ascott first utilized computers and the digital communication network ARTEX, a 

precursor to today’s internet. In 1982, ARTEX was developed from an earlier prototype 

ARTBOX founded by Robert Adrian and Bill Barlett. 105 Ascott collaborated with Adrian 

and Bartlett on “The World in 24 Hours,” the first experimentation with ARTBOX, in 

which they connected 24 artists around the world with the city of Linz. ARTEX was a 

real-time computer network using telephone lines and provided the user with e-mail 
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services with a capacity of communication between 19 locations. By the 1990s when 

ARTEX was shut down, Ascott among other 30 artists had used ARTEX in various 

projects with participants operating on terminals located in several places. AG was one of 

Ascott’s last artworks in which he used ARTEX. 

The utilization of a digital network such as ARTEX in AG had cultural 

implications for Ascott. As he explained in “Art and Telematics,” networking could bring 

about an enormous change in human awareness by leading to a kind of planetary 

consciousness, or noosphere, “a thinking layer enveloping the biosphere of the earth.”106  

Conceived of within a cybernetic perspective of the world, connecting pathways of 

ARTEX was implemented by Ascott to constitute “a kind of conceptual umbrella or 

digital noosphere aspiring to planetary harmonization.”107 This brings us to AG’s allusion 

to Gaia hypothesis proposing the planet, or rather the biosphere, as an adaptive system. 

Parallel to a biological homeostasis, for Ascott, AG suggests stability in cognitive 

harmonization. In the next chapter, I will examine the theoretical implication of AG’s 

network and its allusion to Gaia hypothesis. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE CYBERNETIC FRAMEWORK OF “ASPECTS OF GAIA”  

In the previous chapter, I proposed a genealogy of Ascott’s cybernetic vision 

when he shifted his focus from the engineering aspect of first-order cybernetics to the 

interaction between viewers and the artwork or the experience through feedback. A 

majority of Ascott’s works from the 1960s to the 1970s were 3D experiments (e.g. 

analog structures); however, around the mid-1980s, Ascott shifted his artistic practices to 

digital art: 

It took a decade for me to mutate from plastician to telematician, where 
the all-at-onceness and indeterminacy of my cybernetically informed 
changing paintings, tabletop transactional works, and relief 
constructions led into the open-ended telematics interactivity of 
Terminal Art and La Plissure du Texte.108   

For Ascott, his shift to telematics was aligned with his interest in interactivity and 

the open-endedness of content. The generative nature of telematic art, indeed, defied the 

“all-at-onceness” of rigid plastic forms. The problem of Ascott’s early works was that 

once the forms were sculpted by the artist, they tended to be not amenable to change as 

well as subject to duration. Phenomenologically speaking, the forms and content all 

appeared at the same time. In Video-Roget, Ascott attempted to overcome this issue by 

providing movable parts and asking for audience participation. By its decision, the 

audience brought indeterminacy to the system to generate (random) content. Moreover, 

the material constraints and the attachment of the works to the contingent space of a 

gallery or studio only provided simultaneous interaction between a few participants in the 

same place. Telematic art was a breakthrough because it broke the boundaries of physical 
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presence and was capable of handling a larger number of distanced interactions 

simultaneously.  

ARTEX could offer only a limited number of interactions, not exceeding 30, to 

Ascott. Although this number did not supply the amount of complexity of a self-

maintaining and autonomous system, the closure of information exchange within the 

network established an intriguing data sharing system in which content and form emerge 

and evolve through a cyclical flow of data from the network to the participant and vice 

versa. In a sense, AG functions like today’s cloud computing, which provides on-demand 

data sharing for several users around the world, with a considerably smaller scale. In this 

sense, the network offered an organic system of co-evolution in which both the user and 

the content were constantly changing. This was aligned with the idea of recursion in 

second-order systems, which around the same time appeared in Ascott’s writings 

referring to von Foerster, Humberto Maturana, and Gregory Bateson.  

AG was a computer-networking project and interactive installation realized in 

collaboration with Peter Appleton, Mathias Fuchs, Robert Pepperell, and Miles Visman. 

It involves interaction in electronic dataspace between artists, musicians, scientists, and 

the public, similar to the Fun Palace’s interdisciplinary approach. The aim of the project, 

according to Popper was producing “representations of the Earth (Gaia) from a 

multiplicity of perspectives, including scientific, cultural, spiritual and mythological.”109 

In fact, all scientific, cultural, spiritual, and mythological aspects are gathered in AG’s 

allusion to the Gaia hypothesis, also known as Gaia theory, which suggests a harmonic 

system of interactions between organic and non-organic entities to sustain life on earth.110  
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In the 1970s, James Lovelock formulated the Gaia hypothesis as an 

interdisciplinary and holistic approach explaining life and ecology on earth. Since the 

1970s, other scientists in various fields (biology, geology, geochemistry, geophysics, and 

meteorology) have gathered enough data analysis to transform the hypothesis into a 

mature systems science while surpassing the reductivist scientific programs.111 

Lovelock’s early presentation of Gaia as a control system “[was] fully informed by the 

engineering discourse of homeostatic feedback mechanisms” of first-order cybernetics.112 

Ascott’s metaphorical “harmonization of the planet” bears on Lovelock’s view of 

planetary homeostasis.113 I argue that while the aspects of planetary harmonization appear 

important in Ascott’s writings, AG and Ascott’s other statements deflate this aspect.  

In the next section, I show why AG, unlike Lovelock’s Gaia hypothesis, 

propagates a system based on differentiation and indeterminacy rather than a uniform 

state of homeostasis. 

AG and the emergence of Gesamtdatenwerk (the Integrated Data Work or 

the Total Data Work) 

The main site of AG was Brucknerhaus, where Ascott set up two separate 

installations (Fig. 3). The upper-level installation consisted of three tents which were 

located inside the building. A visitor, who entered from the public west gate, would pass 

the crowded hall around video game kiosks and electronic devices on the ground level to 

access the staircase leading to the upper foyer hall where three tents were installed. 

Covered with thick black cloths, the tents received the least of sunlight passing through 

the transparent northwest glass façade of Brucknerhaus. Isolated from the crowd and 
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clamor of the ground hall, the inside of tents receded in a quiet darkness of a meditative 

data sphere where the visitors could focus on the torrent of digital images. Each tent 

included a bird-eye view monitor fixed into a countertop, around which the viewer could 

sit, watch, and interact with the changing images.114 These horizontal displays were 

connected to a digital network feeding images sent from all over the world. The mouses 

and microphones inside each tent allowed the participants to manipulate the retrieved 

images by their gestures as well as voices, which were simultaneously transmitted to a 

separate computer (a Macintosh II) via the network for future use (Fig. 13). For the first 

time, in AG, Ascott managed a transmission of the digital image and sound by file 

transfer in ARTEXT network via modem, which was according to him “economically 

feasible” at the time.115 

While the first installation was indoor, the second installation or the lower level 

was beneath the outside staircase of the west wing of the building. Ascott created a rail 

track curving along the architectural structure of the building through a long tunnel, 

which carried a flatbed trolley. The visitor lay on his or her back on a bed with its head at 

approximately 30 to 45 degrees. Fastened to the bed with a safety buckle, the visitor had 

two buttons on his left and right to control the movement in the space.  By pushing the 

buttons at the same time, the visitor could move forward into the tunnel. While the visitor 

was traveling through the tunnel, the transmitted messages from the network were 

displayed on LED signs installed on lintels.  Looking at the opposite direction at LED 

signs, the visitor could decide to stop and read the transmitted message or move on to the 

next sign (Fig. 4 and Fig. 14).  
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By means of data circulation within the network, AG maintains the diversity of 

system and generates new content recycling the previous data. Consequentially, AG 

embodies a self-reflexive system. The idea of the self-reflexivity and organizational 

closure is the fundamental tenant of second-order cybernetics. That means, a second-

order system is informationally closed and self-referential, but at the same time is open in 

terms of energy and material exchange with its environment. The constant informational 

exchange between the viewers and the network sustains the operation of AG. With a 

limited repository of images at the initial stage, AG can maintain the exponential growth 

of information in the system. Nevertheless, a closer look at AG shows that the 

embodiment of self-reflexivity differs between two levels. While the upper-level 

establishes a seamless data exchange  between the whole network and the visitors at the 

main site, the lower-level installation somewhat fails to incorporate a closed circuit in the 

sense that the interaction between the visitor and the installation is more unilateral, that is 

the visitor is more a passive receiver of the message than a contributor.   

In “Gesamtdatenwerk:  Connectivity, Transformation, and Transcendence” 

(1989), Ascott drew attention to digital network’s “flexibility of output (image/music/text 

and articulation of remote cybernetic systems, structures, and environments) and in its 

capacity to accommodate a great diversity of input modes under a universal data 

sphere.”116 For Ascott, this ability provided a field of interaction between human and 

machine by extending a human’s mode of perception and thinking. Ascott’s idea of 

human-machine symbiosis may remind us of cyborgs, hybrid half-human and half-

machine creatures. Setting aside the science fiction implications of Ascott’s statement, 

his idea of a universal network is the immersion of human into a global interactive 
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network in which the hybridity of sensory inputs and outputs are the inner mechanism of 

an all-encompassing data stream, which is “everywhere and nowhere,” as much as it is 

“transient and shifting.”117 Ascott calls this planetary network or data pool 

Gesamtdatenwerk, or “integrated data work,” humorously playing with Richard 

Wagner’s Gesamtkunstwerk, a synthesis of many art forms. Emergent from this data 

integration, according to Ascott, is a planetary consciousness or noosphere, which is at 

the heart of the open-ended network interaction of AG.118  

To this end, of course, digital media has an apparent advantage, namely 

variability. The variability of digital media makes it amenable to change in infinite 

potential modes. While computers treat data as binary data to be stored and retrieved, the 

code or software can create a virtual machine that could emulate certain behavior or 

treatment according to the data. That is, information depending on how we access could 

be represented in different ways. A digital image can be presented as a printed picture or 

a still image on a monitor, for example. Software programming enables the artist to 

exploit the transformation between different media. For example, sounds can be 

interpreted by a computer in a way that it can generate a visual output. As Lev Manovich 

claims, “all digital media (text, still images, visual or audio time data, shapes, 3D space) 

share the same digital code, this allows different media types to be displayed using one 

machine – a computer – which acts as a multimedia display device.”119 Ascott’s AG 

exploits this property of the media, while Ascott’s early telematic artworks, Terminal Art 

and La Plissure du Texte, were limited in the sense that interactivity in the network was 

restrained to solely one medium, which was text. Ascott’s telematics art integrated digital 

text, image, and video within the stream of digital information.  
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The experience of AG offers a journey through a data tunnel, where the viewer is 

invited to participate in the spectacle of global connectivity.120 Ascott describes this 

experience as “a form of global acupuncture” in which “interconnections [are] endlessly 

transforming and reconstituting the worldwide flow of creative data.”121 This 

interconnectivity, Ascott believes, give rise to a planetary consciousness or a telematic 

noosphere. “An energizing stream of integrated digital images, texts, and sounds (a 

Gesamtdatenwerk),” Ascott writes, “would then constitute a kind of invisible cloak, a 

digital noosphere that might contribute to the harmonization of the planet.”122 In this 

statement, Ascott attempts to connect the idea of circularity to the formation of a 

planetary consciousness or harmonization in a teleological fashion, which betrays his 

second-order cybernetics articulation of his art.123 In the next section, I will elaborate on 

this issue. 

On Purposelessness 

In the previous chapter, I discussed why Burnham’s cybernetic art exemplified a 

control system through promoting a goal-oriented, teleological or purposive system. 

Haacke’s works (before 1971) took this approach as his Condensation Cube was 

designed to attain homeostasis. However, I argue that any determination of a goal 

“implies that there is a separation between the system and goal.”124 If the goal is external 

to the system or available to the viewer, then the system will be terminated after 

achieving its goal. For example, this is the case for Wiener’s engineered anti-aircraft gun 

since firing a shell at a target (i.e. goal) and hitting it would shut down the system.125 In 

the case of the thermostat and the furnace, the only way to put the system in operation is 
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the presence of outside perturbation (in the temperature of the room), but at the same 

time, any perturbation shifts the system from its goal state.  

The separation of the viewer and the system only leads to the illusion of a goal. 

According to second-order cybernetics, the postulation of purpose for a system is ad hoc. 

In a second-order cybernetic system, if the system has a purpose, it must be invisible to 

the outside viewer, though it may be observed to have one when observed as a first-order 

system.  

For Ascott, the relationship between the viewer and AG is reciprocal, described as 

love or a total embrace. In this sense, there is no boundary between the system and the 

participants in a way in which the affection is an intended experience that transforms both 

the participants and the work. It is worth noting that Ascott’s trolley alludes to a 

psychoanalysis couch (Fig. 14).126 As the couch is part of a process of therapy in which 

the patient lies back and communicates with his psychoanalyst, the trolley invites the 

visitor to take a transformative journey (similar to a visceral conversation).  Likewise, 

Ascott compares the tunnel to Gaia’s womb, “a kind of telematics Neolithic passage,” 

from which a new humanity arises, similar to rituals of rebirth or initiation.127  

Popper, who curated Ascott's AG show, counts five defining features of Ascott's 

art: connectivity, immersion, interaction, transformation, and emergence.128 All the five 

notions are curiously connected. AG connects person to person, or mind to mind. Popper 

appears to identify transformation with “the perpetual flux of images, surface, and 

identity,” 129 which as I show marks a mutual affection between the system and the 

participants. Immersion, of course, is an important part of Gesamtdatenwerk, in the way 
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that there is a dissolution of subject and ground in the total data or the whole. Emergence 

is a property of complex systems that second-order cybernetics studies, which is a 

property of a collection or complex system and not the aggregation of properties of 

individual members of the system. The emergent property arises as a result of the 

operation of the system. Just by looking at AG, it is very difficult to make a convincing 

argument for Ascott’s explanation of noosphere as an emergent property. We can argue 

that without reaching certain levels of complexity, the emergent property of system does 

not appear, and AG relatively lacks this degree of complexity.   

By the same token, the autopoietic aspect of a system is a result of its complexity. 

Popper does not mention autopoiesis, but from Ascott’s statements and the operation of 

AG, one can claim the importance of autopoiesis.130 The term is introduced in 1972 by 

Chilean biologists Humberto Maturana and Francisco Varela to describe the self-

organizational capacity of living systems. After the introduction of the phrase, it quickly 

becomes a catchword in the cybernetic parlance. Maturana claims that an autopoietic 

entity creates and maintains itself in recursive loops (self-reflexive).131 The notion of 

recursion undermines the idea of causality. It postulates a mutual and iterative effect of 

the interplay of system components; organizational structures emerge out of the recursion 

and not a unidirectional causal relationship.132 The recursion, on the other hand, is an 

aspect of the interaction between the observers (used as a general term to cover agency) 

and the observed. 

Although it can hardly be said that autopoiesis manifested in the operation of AG; 

AG suggested a viable model of an autopoietic system, which was perhaps realized by 
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the birth of the Wide World Web with millions of users across the globe. Ascott 

described AG as a self-maintaining, autopoietic system:  

the duration of the work will, of course, ultimately, be indeterminate, 
since this must be a work in flux and flow, permitting an infinity of 
interactions, inputs and outputs, collaborations and conjunctions 
between its many participants.133 

 Indeterminacy and circularity are aspects of an autopoietic system. Perhaps, 

Ascott finds this quality in the examination of the digital medium as well, when he calls 

the computer “a system of system,” alluding to the “cybernetic of cybernetics,” von 

Foerster’s catchphrase for the self-referentiality of second-order systems (Fig. 15).134 A 

network of communicating computers can provide a nexus of information flow “in which 

the viewer actively negotiates for meaning,”135 which is not dissimilar to the circular self-

referential operation of an autopoietic system. In AG, this kind of circularity is noticeable 

(as mentioned earlier) when Ascott establishes a back and forth transition of data within a 

closed-circuit including several nodes. Regarding the limited number of nodes and 

centrality of the main site in AG’s network, AG is still far from the organic existence of 

the Internet. At any rate, AG witnesses Ascott’s prescient insight and understanding of 

the characteristic of his digital network as his artistic medium.     

We saw the same recursive attribute in Pask’s CT. According to Pask, meaning is 

not transmitted but negotiated. In Pask’s framework, meaning arises out of the active 

communication between two or more entities (not necessarily human beings). As the 

conversation proceeds, each partner interprets what they sense their conversational 

partner (or partners) offer them and feeds it back to their partner(s) in new offerings that 

the partner(s) in turn interpret and compare to their original intention. These back and 
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forth feedback loops allow errors to be detected and a new message to be generated to 

correct the previous errors. “This is a complex model that operates both as 

communication and as communication about communication, simultaneously.”136 While 

each partner constructs the meaning (if there is any) individually, the communication 

takes place in the interstices of these unique meanings. Pask’s conversation-based model 

of cybernetics demands a second-order cybernetic process, which is self-referential and 

closed.      

Autopoietic systems and the communication-based system of CT pose the 

epistemological problem that knowledge is an ongoing negotiation between parties rather 

than the appropriation of information from a pre-given reality. In fact, second-order 

cybernetics acknowledges the multitude of potential alternative reality constructs. This 

implies a move away from a concept of a shared objective reality replacing it with 

individual observer-relative constructs. This approach echoes in Ascott’s view of the 

planetary network. “Our immersion in electronic global networks,” Ascott says, “can lead 

to a re-evaluation of the status of reality; to an understanding of its provisional nature, as 

one of many co-existing realities, all of which are constructed—‘virtual’ in a sense—and 

dependent upon our active participation for their construction.”137 The appearance of 

radical constructivism, the epistemology of second-order cybernetics that reality is 

constructed than being pre-given, along with Ascott’s inquiry in computer-mediated 

virtualization or Virtual Reality (VR) bears witness to a marriage between the theory of 

cybernetics and digital media in AG. Since space in AG is constructed through social 

interaction, it should be recognized that space has both physical as well as virtual aspects. 

By the former, I mean AG elicits viewers’ bodily and visual responses within the site, but 
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at the same time, the work transcends the festival site by establishing a far-reaching 

engagement within a digital network at several sites around the world. In this regard, AG 

epitomizes cyberspace, a term popularized by the novelist William Gibson in 1984.  

As discussed above, Ascott’s allusion to Gaia Hypothesis is not without difficulty 

because Lovelock’s first-order cybernetics account of the hypothesis conflicts with AG’s 

second-order system. This tension between first-order and second-order cybernetics also 

exists between different accounts of the hypothesis. According to Clarke, Biologist Lynn 

Margulis departs from Lovelock’s first-order account because Margulis “who has most 

directly brought autopoietic theory into Gaian science, to the extent of presenting Gaia as 

‘the autopoietic planet.’”138 Clarke concludes that we should distinguish between 

Lovelock’s first-order version of Gaia Hypothesis and Margulis’ autopoietic one. 

AG’s autopoietic model of Gaia manifests Clarke’s and Margulis’ interpretation 

of Gaia as a second-order system.139 In AG, participants are connected to a digital 

network to constitute a biosphere of digital interactions, which sustains and maintains 

itself through the process. The content that his system generates also grows organically 

through the participation without a specific external purpose. In general, AG instantiates 

a second-order system although Ascott sometimes speaks in a way that comes closer to  

Lovelock’s view.  
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

AG is a provocative installation which was exemplary for Ascott’s trope of 

planetary communication, an autopoietic system. We can see Ascott’s concern to build a 

dynamic environment facilitating communication. The work indeed poses a question 

about the intersections of cybernetics, participation, digital media, and the Internet. I have 

argued that Ascott’s AG was an exploration of the digital medium through second-order 

cybernetics, which offered him insight into digital communication at the dawn of the 

Internet.  

How many artists, Bishop asks, “really confront the question of what it means to 

think, see, and filter affect through the digital? … or reflect deeply on how we 

experience, and are altered by, the digitization of our existence?”140 While this is a 

difficult question to answer thoroughly here, I argue that Ascott’s maverick approach to 

art stems from his long-lasting negotiation with the digital medium. In his quest for 

alternative models of artistic reception, Ascott adopted cybernetics in the 1960s as a 

framework for interaction between the viewer as well as the artwork. Nevertheless, 

conventional media (e.g. painting and sculpture), was much less amenable to Ascott’s 

radical interactive art than a digital network with indeterminacy and immersive quality.  

Ascott’s critical interest in the nature and practice of digital art excludes him from 

being a mere illustrator of cybernetics in art. His art project does not solely concern a 

union of digital and cybernetics, but rather it is a discovery of cybernetic quality of digital 
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medium itself. In this sense, Ascott attempts to achieve an autonomous, non-purposive art 

that foreshadows the discovery of modern digital networking.  

Moreover, Pask’s interest in having viewers establish a conversation helped 

Ascott embrace a system approach to interactive art. Ascott’s involvement in the Fun 

Palace as an adaptive architectural project constituted a basis for his later experimentation 

in interactive environments. Media theorist Gene Youngblood remarks that in 

information technology “the membrane isn’t as corporeal as that of a building. The 

difference is that in electronic space information becomes the environment.”141 Ascott 

was also aware of the fundamental difference between digital communication, on the one 

hand, and architecture and plastic arts, on the other hand when he shifted to telematics 

art. This shift was also prompted by Ascott’s cybernetic stance, and particularly his 

tendency toward interactive art. Ascott claims that “The focus of the aesthetic shifts from 

the observed object to participating subject, from the analysis of observed systems to the 

(second-order) cybernetics of observing systems: the canon of the immaterial and 

participatory.”142  

In AG, the creation and the consumption of the content are circular in a way in 

which each node connected to the network feeds on and feeds into the network. Thereby 

information is created and evolves through the circular process of negotiation. Ascott’s 

career shows a strong integrity of the artist moving from his early engagement with 

kinetic art, algorithm-based sculpture, and assemblages, to highly interactive digital 

network and virtual reality (VR) installations.  
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IMAGES 

 
Fig. 1. Brucknerhaus (west wing view). Built from 1969 to 1973. Linz, Austria. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Brucknerhaus (bird's-eye view). Built from 1969 to 1973. Linz, Austria. 
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Fig. 3. Brucknerhaus (plan). Built from 1969 to 1973. Linz, Austria. 

 

Fig. 4. Roy Ascott. Aspects of Gaia (LED displays of the lower level). 1989. Installation. Linz, Austria. 
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Fig. 5. Roy Ascott. Aspects of Gaia (the upper level). 1989. Installation. Linz, Austria. 

 

Fig. 6. Roy Ascott. Aspects of Gaia (the upper level). 1989. Installation. Linz, Austria. 
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Fig. 7. Roy Ascott. Aspects of Gaia (standstill). 1989. Installation. Linz, Austria. 

 

Fig. 8. Roy Ascott. Groundcourse Behavioural Project. 1965. Photo. Ipswich, Britain.  
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Fig. 9. Nam June Paik, Participation TV. 1963-1966. Photo.  

 

 

Fig. 10. Hans Haacke, Condensation Cube. 1965. Plexiglass and water. 76 x 76 x 76 cm3. MACBA Collection. 
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Fig. 11. Roy Ascot. Video-Roget 1962. Wood, perspex, and paint. 1270 x 895 x 75 mm3. Tate Modern, Britain. 

 

Fig. 12. Cedric Price. Drawing of the interior of the Fun Palace. circa 1965. 
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Fig. 13. Roy Ascott. Aspects of Gaia (standstill). 1989. Installation. Linz, Austria. 

 
Fig. 14. Roy Ascott. Aspects of Gaia (trolley - lower level). 1989. Installation. Linz, Austria. 
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Fig. 15. Ouroboros (symbolizing the recursive attribute of autopoietic systems). The image is taken from Heinz von 

Foerster, "Objects: Tokens for (Eigen-)Behaviors," in Understanding Understanding: Essays on Cybernetics and 

Cognition (New York: Springer, (1976) 2003), 265. 
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1 Roy Ascott, "Gesamtdatenwerk: Connectivity, Transformation, and Transcendence," in Telematic 

Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness, ed. Edward A. Shanken (Berkeley 

and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2003), 223.  
2 Ascott published "Gesamtdatenwerk: Connectivity, Transformation, and Transcendence" in AG’s 

exhibition catalog where he discussed his vision of art and networking.  
3 I will broadly discuss them in the next chapter. 
4 First-order cybernetics follows an engineering approach. By engineering approach, I mean a tendency to 

focus on the observed system, control, and feedback process to enhance a design aimed to achieve a desired 

goal. While in first-order cybernetics searches for a preset goal in a system, second-order cybernetics seeks 

to determine the goal in the negotiation between the system and the observer. In this sense, second-order 

cybernetics is less interested about control and engineering than the communication between the observed 

and the observer as a whole system.  
5 Jack Burnham, Great Western Salt Works: Essays on the Meaning of Post-Formalist Art (New York: 

George Braziller, 1974), 22. 
6 Roy Ascott, "The Cybernetic Stance: My Process and Purpose," Leonardo 1, no. 2 (1967): 105-7. 
7 Kristine Stiles argues for the transition between kinetic works and cybernetic art. Kristine Stiles, "Art and 

Technology," in Theories and Documents of Contemporary Art: A Sourcebook of Artists' Writings, ed. 

Kristine Stiles and Peter Selz (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996). Edward Shanken shows that 

experimenting with the ideas of duration and interaction in many artists who were dealing with process, 

kinetics, interactivity, audience-participation paralleled with the gaining currency of cybernetics.  Edward 

A. Shanken, "Cybernetics and Art: Cultural Convergence in the 1960s," in From Energy to Information: 

Representation in Science and Technology, Art, and Literature, ed. Bruce Clarke and L. D. Henderson 

(Palo Alto: Stanford University Press, 2002). See also: Frank Popper, Art of the Electronic Age (New York: 

Harry N. Abrams, 1993).  
8 See Charlie Gere, Digital Culture, 2nd ed. (London: Reaktion Books, 2009).; María Fernández, "'Like-

Like': Historicizing Process and Responsiveness in Digital Art," in A Companion to Contemporary Art 

since 1945, ed. Amelia Jones (Oxford: Blackwell, 2009). 
9 See Edward A. Shanken, "Art in the Information Age: Technology and Conceptual Art," Leonardo 35, no. 

4 (2002); C. Gere, Network Art: Practices and Positions: The History of Network Art (London & New 

York: Routledge, 2013); E. A. Shanken, "From Cybernetics to Telematics: The Art, Pedagogy, and Theory 

of Roy Ascott," in Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness, ed. E. 

A. Shanken (Berkeley and Los Angles: University of California Press, 2003). 
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Angeles: University of California Press, 2003. First published in 1989.   
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11 Roy Ascott, Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness (Berkeley 

and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2003), 146. 
12 Frank Popper, From Technological to Virtual Art (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2007), 77. 
13 Ascott has been around the world, Brazil, Japan, Korea, china, Europe, and North America. In 2014, he 

received the “Visionary Pioneer of Media Art” prize of Prix Ars Electronica. 
14 A selection of Ascott’s Teaching experience:  

Head of Foundation Studies, Ealing College of Art in (London 1961-64) 

Head of Department of Fine Art, Ipswich Civic College (Suffolk 1964-1967) 

Head of Department of Painting, Wolverhampton Polytechnic (1967-1971) 

President, chief executive officer, Ontario College of Art (OCA) (Toronto, 1971-1972)  
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Professor of communications theory, head of the Department of communications Theory, University of 
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University of Wales professor of interactive arts, founder and director of the Center for Advanced Inquiry 

in the Interactive Arts (CAiiA) (Newport, 1994) 

Adjunct Professor, (Step VI), Design Media Arts, University of California Los Angeles (2000-2004)  
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Professor of Technoetic art, director of the Science Technology and Art Research Center (STAR) and 

founding President of the Planetary Collegium and Director of the CAiiA-Hub (Centre for advanced 

Inquiry in Integrative Arts) at Plymouth University (England, 1997-2003 and 2005-today) 

De Tao Master of Technoetic Arts, Beijing De Tao Masters Academy (Shanghai, 2013-today) 
15 The Faculty included R.B. Kitaj, Noel Foerster, Bernard Cohen and Harold Cohen; even Pask was 

invited by Ascott to give a lecture. 
16 Here are a few: Edward A. Shanken, "Tele-Agency: Telematics, Telerobotics, and the Art of Meaning," 

Art Journal 59, no. 2 (2000); Shanken, "Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and 

Consciousness." Popper, From Technological to Virtual Art; Art of the Electronic Age. 
17 Gere, Network Art: Practices and Positions: The History of Network Art, 98. 
18 Ibid. Nevertheless, in 2014, Tate Modern acquired one of Ascott’s early works, Video-Roget (1962).  
19 Shanken, "Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness," 26. This is 

very ironic because Open Systems: Rethinking Art c.1970 intended to retrospect the history of cybernetic 

and systems art. 
20 Ibid., 5. 
21 Lev Manovich, The Language of New Media, Leonardo (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2001), 49. 
22 Lev Manovich who has contributed to the serious and technical discussion about ‘new media’ published 

his seminal book The Language of New Media in 2001.  
23 Christiane Paul, Digital Art (London and New York: Thames & Hudson, 2008), 7. Unlike Paul, Katja 

Kwastek prefers the term ‘new media’ for its wide use. Katja Kwastek, Aesthetics of Interaction in Digital 

Art (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2013), 1. 
24 Shanken, "From Energy to Information: Representation in Science and Technology, Art, and Literature," 

259. 
25 See Claire Bishop, Participation, Documents of Contemporary Art (London; Cambridge, Mass.: MIT 

Press, 2006), 10; Artificial Hells: Participatory Art and the Politics of Spectatorship (London & New York: 

Verso, 2012), 89. 
26 Beginning from the 1960s, few exhibitions invoked the idea of computers as artistic medium.  

Two exhibitions of computer opened in Germany in 1965, Generative Computergrapk: Georg Nées. 

Studien-Galerie des Studium Generale, Stuttgart, February 5-19, and Computergrafik: Frieder Noke, Georg 

Nees, Galerie Wendelin Niedlich, Stuttgart, November 5-26.  
27 María Fernández, "Detached from History: Jasia Reichardt and Cybernetic Serendipity," Art 

Journal2008, 14-8. Grant D. Taylor also points out deep-seated suspicion of computer as a thread. 

Anguished by the acceleration of the visibility of technology, many art critics considered computers as a 

main antagonist of technological dehumanization. Grant D. Taylor, When the Machine Made Art: The 

Troubled History of Computer Art, International Texts in Critical Media Aesthetics (New York:  
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Bloomsbury Academic, 2014), 39.   
28 Ascott writes that “Harold Cohen was perhaps most receptive to the cybernetic vision.” Roy Ascott, 

"Creative Cybernetics: The Emergence of an Art Based on Interaction, Process, and System," in White Heat 

Cold Logic: British Computer Art 1960–1980, ed. Paul Brown, et al. (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT 

Press, 2008), 13. 
29 Gere, Digital Culture, 113. 
30 Soraya Murray, "New Media Anxiety: Art History and the Problem of Modern Technology" (Cornell 

University, 2007), 234-5. 
31 Ascott argues that “older cultural institutions cannot adapt to the needs of the new electronic arts—

radical rethinking is needed to guarantee public involvement and cultural viability.” Ascott, Telematic 

Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness, 284. 
32 Caroline A. Jones, "System Symptoms," Artforum International 51, no. 1 (2012): 113. 
33 The popularity of the prefix “cyber-” in today’s colloquial and technical language (e.g.  “cyborg,” 

“cybersecurity,” “cyber-attack,” “cyberpunk”) speaks of the cultural influence of system discourse. 
34 Despite his practice shift, Haacke’s later art did continue to have cybernetic elements. 
35 Kathleen M. Woodward, The Myths of Information: Technology and Postindustrial Culture, Theories of 

Contemporary Culture (Madison, WI: Coda Press, 1980), 39. 
36 Ludwig von Bertalanffy, General System Theory: Foundations, Development, Applications (New York: 

George Braziller Inc., 1969; repr., 2015), 55. General system theory has its roots in biology and the works 

of academician. 
37 Bernard Scott, "Second-Order Cybernetics: An Historical Introduction," Kybernetes: The International 

Journal of Systems & Cybernetics 33, no. 9 and 10 (2004): 1365.  
38 Andrew Pickering, The Cybernetic Brain: Sketches of Another Future (Chicago & London: University of 

Chicago Press, 2009), 25-6. Scott also discusses the scientific tendency in GST: “Although von Bertalanffy 

takes pains to stress the holistic nature of GST and that systems are defined relative to an observer’s 

intentions and personal constructs, it remains the case that GST tends to assume the natural world is there 

and it has a form and structure that scientific investigation will reveal, albeit in Peircean way, as the truth of 

science that is approached asymptotically.” Scott, "Second-Order Cybernetics: An Historical Introduction," 

1368. 
39Luke Skrebowski, "All Systems Go: Recovering Hans Haacke's Systems Art," 2008, 8.  
40Skrebowski writes: 

The humanistic concern of general systems theory as I understand it makes it different to 

mechanistically oriented system theorists speaking solely in terms of mathematics, feedback and 

technology and so giving rise to the fear that system theory is indeed the ultimate step towards 

mechanization and devaluation of man and towards technocratic society.  Ibid. 
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41 For example: “The fact is that our whole concept of control is naive, primitive and ridden with an almost 

retributive idea of causality. Control to most people (and what a reflection this is upon a sophisticated 

society!) is a crude process of coercion.” Stafford Beer, Cybernetics and Management, Management 

Science Series (New York: Wiley, 1959), 21. 
42 Lee writes:  

Although generally treated under the rubric of systems discourse, [general] systems theory and 
cybernetics are not wholly congruent terms, and their institutional histories diverged in significant 
respects. Nor, as we shall see shortly, is systems theory a unified field in its own right: its “first-
order” and “second-order” manifestations are organized around a distinct understanding of the role 
of the observer in each. 

Pamela M. Lee, Chronophobia: On Time in the Art of the 1960s (London, England; Cambridge Mass.: MIT 

Press, 2006), 64. 
43 Ibid., 78. More interestingly, Ascott has been overlooked by both Skrebowski and Lee among others. 

44 Ranulph Glanville, "The Purpose of Second‐Order Cybernetics," Kybernetes 33, no. 9 and 10 (2004): 

1379. 
45 Ibid.  
46 Heinz Von Foerster, "Cybernetics of Cybernetics," in Understanding Understanding: Essays on 

Cybernetics and Cognition (New York: Springer, (1979)2003), 283. 
47 I will discuss Pask and Ascott in relation to cybernetics in Chapter II. 
48 Francis Halsall, Systems of Art: Art, History and Systems Theory (Pieterlen: Lang, 2008). In his seminal 

book Soziale Systeme: Grundriß einer allgemeinen Theorie (1984), Luhmann develops a theory of the 

second-order with the epistemology of the observer, which gives rise to the thriving field of socio-

cybernetics applying cybernetics to the social science. By 1995, two other books of Luhmann, Das Recht 

der Gesellschaft (1993) and Die Kunst der Gesellschaft (1995), also became available to the German 

readers; however, it was not earlier than 1995 that the first translation of Soziale Systeme in English, Social 

Systems, was published by Stanford University. This translation later followed by two others Art as a 

Social System (2000) and Law as a Social System (2004). Given the lack of English translations of 

Luhmann’s writings for a long time, it is not surprising that Luhmann’s thought have not received much 

attention in the Anglo-American world. 
49  Roy Ascott, “Letter to the Editor,” Studio International 175: 902 (July/Aug, 1968):  8. A brief sketch of 

Ascott’s early publication in cybernetics: “The Construction of Change” (1964), “Behaviourist Art and the 

Cybernetic Vision”(1966-7) published in Cybernetica: Journal of the International Association for 

Cybernetics, “The Cybernetic Stance: My Process and Purpose” (1968), which appeared in Leonardo. 
50 Bernard Scott, "Second-Order Cybernetics: An Historical Introduction," Kybernetes: The International 

Journal of Systems & Cybernetics 33, no. 9 and 10 (2004): 1365. 
51 Norbert Wiener, The Human Use of Human Beings: Cybernetics and Society (Cambridge: Houghton 

Mifflin Company, 1950), 151-3.  
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52 Ibid. 
53 Gere, Digital Culture, 184. 
54 Ibid., 74. In 1967, McNamara resigned due his dispute over his plan of restraint a stabilization of 

bombing, and limited troop increases with The Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
55 Taylor, When the Machine Made Art: The Troubled History of Computer Art, 39. 
56 Ascott, Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness, 185. 
57 Peter Galison, "The Ontology of the Enemy: Norbert Wiener and the Cybernetic Vision," Critical 

Inquiry 21, no. 1 (1994). 
58 Pickering, The Cybernetic Brain: Sketches of Another Future, 4-5. And also Pickering calls attention to 

the fundamental and epistemic difference. Ibid., 26. 
59 F. H. George is another British cybernetician who became computer consultant to the NATO. 
60 Pickering, The Cybernetic Brain: Sketches of Another Future, 285. We see this convergence between 

spirituality and cybernetics in Ascott as well. 
61 Fernández, "'Like-Like': Historicizing Process and Responsiveness in Digital Art," 562. 
62 Ascott, "Creative Cybernetics: The Emergence of an Art Based on Interaction, Process, and System," 11. 
63 Media archeologist Erkki Huhtamo considers Paik’s close-circuit installation points of origin for 

interactive art: see Erkki Huhtamo, "Trouble at the Interface, or the Identity Crisis of Interactive Art," 

Framework: The Finnish Art Review, no.2 (2004). 
64 For example, Pask can belong to both camps. His interest in interaction is second camp but his 

enchantment with control retreats to first order. 
65 Burnham, Great Western Salt Works: Essays on the Meaning of Post-Formalist Art, 16. 
66 Ibid. 
67 Wiener, The Human Use of Human Beings: Cybernetics and Society, 26. 
68 Burnham, Great Western Salt Works: Essays on the Meaning of Post-Formalist Art, 22. 
69 Ibid. 
70 Haacke, Hans, Hans Haacke, Exhibition Eatalog (New York: Howard Wise Gallery, 1968). Cited in ibid. 
71 Caroline A. Jones, "Reconstructing Systems Art," in Hans Haacke 1967 (Exhibition Catalogue), ed. 

Caroline A. Jones (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2012), 16. 
72 Ibid., 23. 
73 Von Foerster, Heinz. "Cybernetics of Cybernetics," 285. 
74 Ascott, Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness, 110-1. 
75 Shanken, "Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness," 74. 
76 Arthur I. Miller, Colliding Worlds: How Cutting-Edge Science Is Redefining Contemporary Art (New 

York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2014), 76. 
77 Ascott, "Creative Cybernetics: The Emergence of an Art Based on Interaction, Process, and System," 9.  
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78 Ascott, cited in Shanken, "Cybernetics and Art: Cultural Convergence in the 1960s," 259. 
79 According to Ascott’s account, A Design for a Brain (1953) came into his hand as an inspirational source 

when Ascott was working on his B.A. thesis on the expression of change in the works of Paul Cézanne. For 

Ascott, Cézanne’s works embodied a constant flux that characterizes the durational phenomenon of 

consciousness. Ascott, “Paul Cézanne: A Study of the Work of Paul Cézanne with Special Reference to the 

Period 1878–1906,” 30. 
80 Ascott writes: “of all the books emerging in the 1950s that addressed issues of cybernetics, it was 

perhaps Ross Ashby’s introduction to the field that captured my imagination.” Ascott, "Creative 

Cybernetics: The Emergence of an Art Based on Interaction, Process, and System," 10. 
81 Ashby determines two main problems that he tackles with in his book: “Our problem is, first, to identify 

the nature of the change which shows as learning, and secondly, to find why such changes should tend to 

cause better adaptation for the whole organism.” W. Ross Ashby, Design for a Brain: The Origin of 

Adaptive Behavior (New York: Wiley, 1960), 12. 
82 Ascott, "Creative Cybernetics: The Emergence of an Art Based on Interaction, Process, and System." 
83 Scott believes that Ashby’s theory of cybernetics contains the early seeds of second-order. 
84 This is Parallel with Ashby’s adaptive system, which was capable of regulating random feedbacks. 

Shanken, "Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness," 35. 
85 Ascott, Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness, 157. 
86 Speaking about analogues structures, Shanken maintains that Ascott’s indifference in utilizing 

technological apparatus was a major reason that his work was not featured in Cybernetic Serendipity. 

Shanken, "Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness," 90. Ascott 

claims that by cybernetic art he does not mean “an art illustrating cybernetics, nor yet an art embodying 

cybernetic machines or robot art,” although one of these categories can be involved. Ascott, Telematic 

Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness, 126.  
87 María Fernández, "'Like-Like': Historicizing Process and Responsiveness in Digital Art," 567-8. 
88 Scott, however, rigorously argues that the seed’s of second-order is already in Ashby’s approach when 

Ashbey considers the idea of closure. Scott, "Second-Order Cybernetics: An Historical Introduction," 1370. 
89 Miller, Colliding Worlds: How Cutting-Edge Science Is Redefining Contemporary Art, 77. Miller does 

not specify these writings, but in “Creative Cybernetics” (2008), Ascott mentions to his conversation with 

Pask about articles by Russian cyberneticists. Ascott, "Creative Cybernetics: The Emergence of an Art 

Based on Interaction, Process, and System," 11.  
90 "Creative Cybernetics: The Emergence of an Art Based on Interaction, Process, and System," 13. 
91 Ibid., 14. 
92 Cedric Price, "Gordon Pask," Kybernetes 30, no. 5-6 (2001). 
93 Fun Palace was commissioned in 1961 but the project after a decade was abandoned.  
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94 Ascott, "Creative Cybernetics: The Emergence of an Art Based on Interaction, Process, and System," 14. 

The other members of the committee included the scientist Ritchie Calder, the nuclear physicist and Nobel 

prize winner Joseph Rotblat, the historian Asa Briggs, the sculptor Reg Butler, psychologist John Clark, 

members of Parliament Ian Mikardo and Tom Driberg, Pask’s partner Robin McKinnon-Wood, and 

Sociologist Michael Young 
95 Stanley Mathews, "The Fun Palace as Virtual Architecture," Journal of Architectural Education 59, no. 3 

(2006): 45. 
96 Ascott, Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness, 119. 
97 Gordon Pask, "A Comment, a Case History, and a Plan," in Cybernetic Serendipity: The Computer and 

the Arts, ed. Jasia Reichardt (New York: Praeger, 1969), 76. Pickering points out that how Pask shifts to 

human participation as an indeterminate factor in changing environment. 
98 See Pask, "Proposals for a Cybernetic Theatre, " 1964. 
99 María Fernández, "'Aesthetically Potent Environments,' or How Gordon Pask Detourned Instrumental 

Cybernetics," in White Heat Cold Logic: British Computer Art 1960–1980, ed. Paul Brown, et al. 

(Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 2008), 55-6. 
100 Pask, "The Architectural Relevance of Cybernetics," 496.  
101 Ibid., 495. 
102 Ibid., 496. 
103 Ascott, Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness, 185. 
104 Ibid., 199. 
105 ARTBOX (later ARTEX) was an appropriation of an earlier computer network founded by the U.S. 

Department of Defense. In the 1960s, as a result of arm race against the U.S.S.R., the U.S. developed the 

Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA), which later came to be known as ARPANET. ARPANET 

was a simple network of connected information centers, but by the invention of e-mail and Ethernet 

protocols in the following decade, networking took a new turn. ARPANET, eventually, dissolved in 1989 

 when the internet started as an entity in its own right. 
106 Ascott, Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness, 197. 
107 Popper, Art of the Electronic Age, 125. 
108 Ascott, "Creative Cybernetics: The Emergence of an Art Based on Interaction, Process, and System," 16. 

109 Popper, Art of the Electronic Age, 125.  
110 Gaia, the mother earth, refers to the nurturing nature, which sustains living on the earth in Greek 

mythology. 
111 Bruce Clarke, "Neocybernetics of Gaia: The Emergence of Second-Order Gaia Theory," in Gaia in 

Turmoil: Climate Change, Biodepletion, and Earth Ethics in an Age of Crisis, ed. H. Bruce Rinker and 

Eileen Crist (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2009), 294. 
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112 Ibid. 
113 Ascott, Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness, 241. 
114 Metaphorically, the horizontal displays link the digital imaging to the image-making of Navajo sand 

painting. In the Navajo culture sand painting on the ground accompanied by chanting was a way of 

summoning the spiritual entities. In a similar way in AG, Ascott sought to provide the visitors with the 

medium to communicate with a collective connectivity. 
115 Ascott, Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness, 241. 
116 Ibid., 222. 
117 Ibid., 224. Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AG) are some two concrete examples of 

today’s attempts to create an integrated experience with computers. 
118 Ibid., 226. 
119 Manovich, The Language of New Media, 49.  
120 For us today, it may seem to some extent lackluster since after all the communication and digital 

technology have rapidly developed since 1989.   
121 Ascott, Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness, 241. 
122 Ibid.  
123 Matthew W. Smith takes issue with Ascott's teleological view:  

In a remarkably Hegelian fantasy, Ascott imagines the whole world becoming an apotheosis of 
mind, with the spread of intelligence to every part of the built environment coupled with 
recognition of the intelligence that lies within every part of the living planet. 

Matthew Wilson Smith, The Total Work of Art: From Bayreuth to Cyberspace (New York: Routledge, 

2007), 167. 

124 Glanville, "The Purpose of Second‐Order Cybernetics," 1383. 
125 Ibid. 
126 Ascott, Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness, 242.  
127 Ibid., 224. Traveling through the tunnel is very reminiscent of video games or virtual reality in which 

the communication with the world is carried out through codes and user interfaces. In this sense, the visitor 

experiences a state of bodilessness in which ironically body does not vanish, but rather reasserts itself by 

the corporeal feeling of a paralyzed body. One of the videos of AG captures a moment of expression of this 

anxiety as one of the visitors is joking how a female visitor metamorphosized to a male as she traveled 

down the tunnel! 
128 Popper, From Technological to Virtual Art, 80.  
129 Ibid.  
130 Ascott himself refers to autopoiesis. Ascott, Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, 

and Consciousness, 242. 
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131 See Humberto R. Maturana and Francisco J. Varela, Autopoiesis and Cognition: The Realization of the 

Living, Boston Studies in the Philosophy and History of Science (Dordrecht, Netherlands: Springer, 1972; 

repr., 1991), 88-107. 
132 Heinz Von Foerster, "On Constructing a Reality," in Understanding Understanding: Essays on 

Cybernetics and Cognition (New York: Springer, (1973)2003). 
133 Ascott, Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness, 226.  
134 Ibid., 238.  
135 Ibid., 233. 

136 Glanville, "The Purpose of Second‐Order Cybernetics," 1382. 
137 Ascott, Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness, 223.  
138 Clarke, "Neocybernetics of Gaia: The Emergence of Second-Order Gaia Theory," 296. 
139 I do not have any evidence showing whether Ascott was aware at the time about the difference between 

Margulis and Lovelock’s thesis.  
140 Claire Bishop, "Digital Divide: Claire Bishop on Contemporary Art and New Media," Artforum 

International 51, no. 1 (2012): 436. Frances Stark (b. 1967), Thomas Hirschhorn (b. 1957), Ryan Trecartin 

(b. 1981) are names in Bishop’s list of the artists who take this question seriously. 
141 Gene Youngblood, "Virtual Space: The Electronic Environment of Mobile Image," in Facing the 

Future: A Survey of Two Decades, ed. Timothy Druckrey (Cambridge, Massachusett: MIT Press, 1986), 

361. 
142 Ascott, Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness, 237. 
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